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Now I realize all y’all folk music enthusiasts out there
students of the genre 
are bound to think I stole this melody from Bob Dylan’s tune
The Walls of Red Wing
But that is most emphatically not the case
In fact, I stole this melody from the 19th century 
scottish ballad The Road and The Miles to Dundee
from which Bob Dylan stole the melody for his tune
The Walls of Red Wing
I make the distinction because when you steal from Dylan you’re a plagiarist 
but when you pilfer the source material
you’re some kind of revivalist hero folk messiah some shit
I know this for a fact because Todd Snider told me so

I am leaving the loud sounding
broken down pickups
The plastic bags beer bottles
huge soda slurp cups
the recent spring rain-given radiant mist
on this finally warm afternoon
and I am not leaving 
one minute too soon

Alarms must be shrill
for to get us to notice
they must sound even when
they are not meant to ring
my heart pounds...I’m anxious
and shrilled to the bone
by this combat zone town’s klaxon tune
and I am not leaving 
one minute to soon

soon we’ll wander the course
and the curves of the river
‘till what’s left and what’s right
get themselves reconciled
soon we’ll cobblestone stride
till we’re hobbled and lame



and our ramblings will be 
something other than tame

come let’s fly from the fray
flee these loud spiteful tirades
trade these cruel sharpened
blade shards of verbal debris
for the street sounds of scooters
and verbiage like birdsong
backlit by a soft silver moon
if we go now it won’t be one moment too soon
if we leave now it won’t be one minute too soon
we gotta go now...


